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COURSE OUTLINE
ART 132

I.

Catalog Statement
Art 132 – Typography I – 3 units
Prerequisite: Art 130

Art 132 is an introduction to basic composition and principles of typography. The course includes a survey of
type from its origins to current technology and an introduction to typographic nomenclature and type
specification. Using hand skills and the Macintosh computer, projects focus on typographic design, resonance
and composition. Students develop skills regarding visually interesting letter forms and their uses in
typographic design. Critiques of final art projects focus on appropriate solutions, visual interest and
craftsmanship.
Lecture 2 hours
Total studio hours 4
(Faculty studio hours – 2 hours + Student studio hours – 2 hours)
II.

Course Objectives
After completing the required research, course projects and participation in class, students will be able to:
1. Create basic typographic designs with the current software applications
2. Identify various type faces, both historic and contemporary
3. Explain the nomenclature of typography
4. create legible typographic design
5. prioritize a typographic statement
6. employ a grid in a typographic design
7. evaluate leading, tracking and kerning
8. solve fundamental compositional programs with type
9. create a figure and ground reversal in a typographic design
10. compose contrasts in type size, weight, face, value, direction, quantity and surface density

III.

Text
Typographic Design: Form and Communication, Carter, Day and Meggs, Van Norstrand, Reinhold,
New York, 1993;
ISBN: 09442604-237; Text Reading Level: 14

Recommended subscription to appropriate magazine or journal
IV.

Course Outline
A. Type design
1. History
2. Nomenclature
3. Mechanics
B. Contrasts and legibility
1. Type face
2. Type size
3. Type weight
4. Hue, value and chrome
5. Direction
6. Quality
7. Surface density
8. Set priorities
C. Composition
1. The grid
2. Proportion/Fibonacci
3. Alignment
4. Fundamental elements of the page/edge, center and field
D. Figure and ground reversal
1. Negative space
2. High contrast black and white
E. QuarkXpress
1. Tools, menus, utilities
2. Document creating and preferences
3. Type specification
4. Designing with type, graphics, hue, value, chrome

V.

Examination/Evaluation Procedures
The student is graded on the assigned projects, written exams, attendance and class
participation in critiques.

VI.

Special Features

22 hours

25 hours

12 hours

17 hours

20 hours

Guest lecturers. Attendance at demonstrations of special materials and supplies offered by the art
department.

